






















 

JOURNEY 

Sergey Gruzdev, photos of the author 

SOUNDS OF KOMUS 

 

“Altai – the Himalaya, two poles, two magnets”. 

N.K. Rerikh, 1926 

 

7 am, August 14, Novosibirsk. A column of three LR Defenders starts from the hotel “Central” and sets off to Altai. One of the vehicles 

is driven by me. All my fellow travelers are foreigners. Where do I go, why? Things are not quite clear yet… 

 

Tabula rasa 

Shortly before the describable event an offer from the company “Land Rover” came to our editorial office and we couldn’t even think of 

withdrawing it – to take part in the English expedition “Biosphere”. Usually when I get ready for a new trip, I try to get maximum information 

about the region, to learn some historical facts, to make a list of sights. This time I didn’t have time for preparation, that’s why during my flight I 

was calling to mind everything I knew about Altai – mostly these things were picked up from various TV programmes and the stories of my 

friends who had already visited this place. It turned out that not much is known. Everyone knows that there are old mountains there. That in the 

1920-s a scientist and a painter Nikolai Rerikh traveled in this region and painted a lot of pictures of mountain landscapes. Mountain rivers of the 

Altai are very popular among raftsmen. Infinite number of horse-trails are made there. And lastly a mountain Belukha (more than 4000 m high), 

which is well-known by mountaineers, is situated there, as well as unique lake Teleckoe that attracts crowds of holiday-makers. This, in fact, 

covers all my knowledge. Although it can turn out to be for the better – I’ll be discovering Altai myself. After all, it is considered that the first 

impression is the strongest.  

 

Along Chuya 

Get acquainted with my fellow travelers. Alex and Stefie from Germany, Bob and Rodger from England. We bring up the column. A 

leading car is driven by a so-called expedition leader – Tessa McGregor.  

The Altai Republic is situated in the centre of Asia on the border of Siberian taiga, Kazakh steppes and Mongolian deserts.  This 

region of Siberia is proud of the highest Siberian mountains, it is called “Russian Tibet” and is situated at the interfaces between several states 

and cultural worlds. The main road of the republic goes from Novosibirsk to Tashanta (M52). Part of it from Biisk to Mongolian border has a 

separate name – Chuiskii trakt, by the name of the river along which this road goes. Our caravan moves not very fast – pedantic Englishmen 

observe all traffic rules. For 500 km of our day race we make only two short stops – to have dinner and light lunch with tea and sweet pies, 

which are widely sold at the market-place in Shukshin’s village Srostki. We spend an overnight in the village Anos, at the base of the 

Novosibirsk partner of “Biosphere”.  

In the morning we set off again. Another 500 km are ahead. Along lacets we get over two passes and find ourselves in the steppe 

Kuraiskaya and then in the steppe Chuiskaya. That’s really impressive! I have never seen such landscapes anywhere else! Torrid steppes, no 

trees, and all this is outlined by not very high, but very picturesque mountains. They’ve got a surprising colour – either haze makes such effect 

or rocks have shades of red. For some reason at once I remembered Rerikh’s pictures and mysterious Shambala. And over the road huge birds 

of prey hover in the clouds. I feel the desire to “pour” my photo camera on everything I see, but… no time to stop. We have a very strict 

schedule that needs to be observed (Englishmen, indeed!). I’m gazing about, turning a steering-wheel and dreaming of someone who would ask 

for a “sanitary” stop.  

The village Kosh-Agach (70 km from Mongolian border) is the last big settlement on the way. We fuel up with diesel oil to the top of 

the tanks, make last calls to our friends and relatives – we’re getting out of coverage area, and move to the left from Chuiskii trakt heading for 

Kokorya. Asphalt coat finished long ago, dusty earth road formed by endless holes and ditches leads through the steppe to the foothills of the 

mountains. We hardly make 50 km during 2 hours. In full darkness we get to the base camp.  

 

Love at first sight 

So what is “Biosphere”? Sitting near the fire Tessa tells me that a head-office of this not-for-profit organization led by Doctor Matthias 

Hammer is situated in England. There the development and the direction of all concrete expeditions operating all over the world is processed. 

Now there are at the least eight long-term projects. On the Azores whales, dolphins and turtles are being surveyed, in Peru – monkeys and 

parrots , in Slovak Tatras – wolves and bears, in Sri Lanka – elephants, in Oman – tigers, in Namibia – cheetahs and leopards, in Honduras – 

inhabitants of coral reefs. And it’s the third year running when “Biosphere” comes to Altai to survey snow leopard. Besides the expedition leader, 

an expedition team is formed by volunteers. Their work includes surveys of the area, visits to the regions difficult of access and search of ounce. 

Volunteers pay money for the opportunity of taking part in this project. And the price is quite considerable. For one Altai expedition member two 

weeks’ slot costs 2000 euro without flight expenses and they have to book a slot not later then half a year before the expedition – the demand is 

evergrowing. Mainly the project is popular among adventurers and nature lovers from Great Britain and Germany. Two people out of our team of 

12 expedition members, Englishmen Neil and Rodger, are with “Biosphere” not for the first time. Rodger was in Altai last year. Bob also worked 

with “Biosphere” bef ore in Tatras, he studied wolves. They think that such way of spending their vacation is much more useful and interesting 

than “vegetation” on a resort beach.  

 



 

 

As for Tessa, she is professionally qualified in biology. She was born in France and now lives in Scotland. Tessa specializes in 

surveying big cats – tigers and leopards. First she came to Altai three years ago. And she fell in love with this land immediately! This year it’s 

already the last, fourth, slot. The main aim of our expedition is to find any signs of snow leopard in this area, and, if we are fortunate, to see one 

of them. Tessa herself during three years of search saw a snow leopard only twice.  

 

Find and preserve! 

Snow leopard or ounce is registered in the Red List of the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources 

(IUCN, which was founded in 1948 at the initiative of UNESCO) and is categorized as an “endangered species” (this is the highest conservation 

category). In the Red Book of the Russian Federation it is qualified as an “endangered in the pale of natural habitat species”. According to the 

data of the World Wide Fund (WWF) snow leopard is among poorly studied species. Snow leopard hides in the mountains of Afghanistan, 

Burma, Nepal, India, Kazakhstan and Tajikistan. Its numbers on the territory of Russia amount 2% of the total numbers in the world. Snow 

leopard lives only in highlands, that’s why everywhere he is considered as a symbol of severe world of Central Asian mountains. Not by chance 

among mountaineers the rank “Snow leopard” is the highest grade, a standard of mastery.  

Because of the fact that habitats of snow leopard are difficult of access and these animals are quite rare, there is no accurate 

information about the number of the species now living in Altai and we don’t know how their population is structured, how big their individual 

sections are, how many kilometers they make daily and lots of other things which are relevant for a proper study of snow leopards’ life and for 

the development of adequate conservation measures. Unfortunately, social crisis, which left the bigger part of local people without livelihood, led 

to a fast growth of the use of natural resources, as well as to almost industrial poaching. Nowadays the price of snow leopards’ skin amounts to 

10 000 dollars in the black market.  

 

Pioneers of all states… 

According to the schedule in the morning we have time to get acquainted with the autopark. This needs to be specially described. A 

permanent partner in all the undertakings of “Biosphere” is the company “Land Rover” (now you do understand what the reason of my business 

trip is?). Now in our expedition there are 4 Defenders 110 which are maintained and stored during winter in “Autoland”, Novosibirsk. Mostly 

expedition members are aware of how to manage these cars. Nevertheless, the rules are the rules and Tessa explains the procedure of the 

daily checkup of the vehicles and what things need to be always “on board”. In order not to be dependent on your memory, several lists are 

developed where it is enumerated where to look into, where to check a level, what to wink, etc. The same with the bundling – tools, cables for 

cigarette-lighter, high-jack, pump, torch, radio station, etc. Young boys and girls and people in declining years are sticking, like ants, round the 

car and performing the given task with great interest. It reminds me of a pioneer camp in a way, by heaven! 

After lunch – practical cross-country driving lessons. Main obstacles are steep slopes. For many expedition members, espec ially for 

ladies, this is psychologically difficult – at first, it seems that the car is about to turn over. But several lessons and everything is fine. Eva and her 

boyfriend Torsten are specially good in it. Unlike Stefie and Alex, they are real extreme tourists – they were in the Caucasus, and in Yakutia, 

and on the lake Baikal.  

 

Searching for “shit” 

Having been divided into two groups, we go in different directions – a group led by Vladimir Tytar, a scientist from Kiev, heads for the 

highland lake and our team is taken by Tessa round Sailugem to those slopes of the mountain which are opposite our base camp. There people 

from the previous slot saw a snow leopard. It needs to be checked whether it was an incidental migrating specimen or a “local” one. On the 

whole, the territory of an individual snow leopard is quite imposing – during the day when it travels over its game-preserves it can cover more 

than 300 km.  

At first we drive along the beautiful steppe Chuiskaya, then go higher to the mountains. Tessa is very thoughtful for the environment 

and most strictly forbids the drivers to move where there is no track – traces of car wheels stay in the steppe for many years. Although a track is 

relative concept, simply before us several other expedition cars traveled here – that’s how the “route” appeared.  

- Sergey, will you go up the mountains with us to look for shit? – Tessa’s eyes are smiling. – We need any proves that there is a 

snow leopard here: tracks, faeces, hunting trophies’ remains.  

- No, no! I still need to drive up that mountain on the Defender… I’m just a car journalist and not a botanist… Ok? Good luck then! 

And the guys were fortunate straight in their first survey! They were jumping like little children! They found that very “thing” and a 

stone whic h was marked by a special liquid secreted by secretion glands. That is how cats mark their territory. So this is “our” snow leopard! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

To the sources of Chulyshman 

Working days begin. Now one, now the other group departs for a survey, they examine possible regions of snow leopard’s habitat, 

take away the trail-master with a motion sensor that was set up a month ago. Unfortunately, except several ibex nothing got into the objective.  

And we with Sergey Kurgin, a well-known Novosibirsk mountaineer and a director of an agency “Sibalp”, together with several 

expedition members on two LR Defenders set off for our own recce trip. Our goal is lake Dzhulukul. It is the second biggest lake of Altai. It is 

situated on the table Chulyshmanskoe on the edge of two mountain ranges – Shapshaljskii and Chikhacheva, the river Chulyshman springs 

from it. The length of the lake is 11 km, its width is 3,5 km and its depth is 7 m. According to the old legend a national epic hero called Oirot 

arose from the lake.  

Our way is to the North via the Tuva Republic. We drive up along quite a “relative” track and sometimes just on the river-bed to the 

check-point. We see an Altai flag, a locked hut and a hand-written plate “Stop”. Nothing and no one more, the “border” is open. Generally, A ltai 

people consider Tuvan people as an inimical nation and, probably, there are certain reasons for it. They say, Tuvans steal their horses, mow 

their hay, one and all have weapons. Perhaps, there were such incidents, but all the Tuvans we saw were very friendly. And when we slightly 

lost our way having failed to notice the proper turn going at an acute angle backwards to the left, Tuvan people even offered to attend us during 

5 km on two “loafs” (UAZ).  

By the way, I make an interesting discovery for myself. During the whole week I talk practically only to foreigners using English 

language. And they look the same as us – Europeans. And when I start talking to Asian people who have a very different face structure, I keep 

on speaking English. And then looking into their surprised eyes you suddenly realize that in spite of all outward differences it is they who are 

“our people” and who understand Russian speech! And their usual greeting is “Zdorovo” (“Cheerio”). But we are in Russia… Though it’s not very 

obvious. 

 

Marsh, permafrost and a winch 

From the base station of “Biosphere” to the lake Dzhulukul there are not more than 90 km in a straight direction. This information w as 

provided by a GPS-navigator. But there are no straight ways in Altai – that’s why it took us a whole day to get to the place. And, of course, we 

lost our way completely and had to choose just the direction, literally by azimuth to the lake. That was how we threaded our way from one 

mountain to another driving around small lakes (there are almost 250 of them in this region), across the steppe, again to the mountains and 

around the lakes, across the marshes… Yes-yes, across the marshes. Alpine marshes. You drive on the altitude of 2200-2300 m. There are no 

trees around you, not even a bush, only thickets of dwarf birch-trees 20 cm high and you find yourself in a bog. Of course, not in such quagmire 

as in Karelia, but still it’s enough to get stuck up to the wheel bridges. Just 1,5 m of a boggy stuff under which there is permafrost. After a couple 

of “ambushes” we worked out a strategy. The first vehicle that doesn’t have a winch takes the risk and tries to make its way through the marsh. 

The second one drives slightly behind and stands by from more or less firm soil. Fail to pull out by towing – the upper soil layer under spinning 

wheels darts away at once. Only slowly with the winch. And 20 times like this… But still we reached the spot. Nevertheless, these “English 

UAZes” are very reliable. Here it is – holy Dzulukul – ahead of us. And behind it there is inaccessible Shapshal.  

The way back seemed very easy and uninteresting. We drove exactly along the track shown by the navigator going around the dug up 

spots of yesterday’s “battles”. 

 

Red Calendar Day 

On one day of each slot Tessa organizes a real event for the expedition members – she takes them to visit her friends. In winter Abai 

and Gulinara live in the village near Kosh-Agach and summer they spend in the yurt on the bank of the river Buguzun. They tend cattle. This 

was the yurt we went to visit. And there was even an occasion – Gulinara’s birthday.  

A yurt is a big marquee constructed from a rod-skeleton and a felt that covers the dwelling from above. Inside there are iron-clad 

beds, and opposite a low door there is an obligatory “decorated” chest with a huge pile of many-coloured blankets. At the left of the door on the 

wall there is a coatrack for outer clothing, at the right – almost on the same coatrack the meat is being dry-cured. In the centre a low table 

stands, the same low stools are around it. At the same place there is a stove – the smoke goes to the hole in the roof. When it’s raining, this 

hole is covered by the flap. Walls from the inside are covered by patterned carpets. Facilities are outside. Sorry for the details, but the lay-out of 

the toilet is quite interesting. Outwardly this construction looks like a body of a telephone box (I really don’t know where Abai dragged it from). 

That side of it which faces the yurt is covered by a piece of roofing slate. And sheepskins are hanging on the right and on the left sides of the 

toilet. That literally describes the simple way of life of the present-day nomads.  

To be accurate, Abai and Gulinara are Altai Kazakhs. 50% of population in this part of the steppe is Kazakh. The centre of Kazakh 

community is situated in Tobeler. They are solidary, frank and friendly people. Not to mention their hospitality… After several toasts a decision 

was made – to consider the day of August 24 as a Red calendar day of the Altai “Biosphere” devoted to the birthday of charming Gulinara. 

Having “spent” some more time near the table Abai and his wife made a counteroffer – to give birth to a sister of their son by next year and to 

make Tessa McGregor his godmother. What happened after it… Later Tessa would write in the expedition diary: “Gulinara is a very special 

person. I’m close to tears when we say goodbye, but ‘expeditions leaders don’t cry’ (unless tequila is involved and that is one drink I won’t ever 

touch again!!!)”.  

And in the end Gulinara took us to a well-preserved ancient Turkic sculpture, so called “kamennaya baba” (“stone image”) or “kezer 

tash” in Altai language (“stone warrior”). 

 



Parting 

All good things are in the habit of coming to the end. Time to go back. From Altai I brought a notebook with me, with the telephone 

numbers and addresses of my new friends, more than 3000 photos and a small iron thing in a carved etui made of Altai cedar. This thing is 

komus, a national musical instrument. Even now I have it with me. You place it to the teeth, wave a hand and the sounds of the mountains 

arising will bring you back to the steppe Chuiskaya. Again you feel a pungent smell of the grass burnt in the sun, and a huge eagle is slowly 

hovering over the track where the silver Land Rover is driving…  

 

P.S. This winter Tessa McGregor is planning to run her own “chamber” expedition to Altai. On the snow the tracks of snow leopard are 

so perfectly seen. Good luck, Tessa!  

 

You can find out more about the expedition “Biosphere” on the web-site http://www.biosphere-expeditions.org. 

We want to thank the representative office of the company “Land Rover” in Russia for their help in the preparation of this article 

(http://www.landrover.com/ru).  

 

 


